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UNDERSTANDING THE MEDIA LANDSCAPE

Changing newsrooms
Newsrooms are no longer full of hundreds of people like
you see in the movies. Instead, you’ll see “one-man bands”
and rotating weekly staff furloughs due to cost cutting.
•

Less resources means less time to fact check and less
time to investigate.

•

The news cycle is 24/7. Outlets can post online and on
social media channels any time of day.

•

Outlets are introducing paywalls and limiting content to
subscribers only.

•

Newsrooms are concerned about balance — don’t
want to be labeled as biased or “fake news.”

UNDERSTANDING THE MEDIA LANDSCAPE

Who is today’s reporter?
•

Reporters are producing content for different types
of media — newspapers, magazines, television,
radio, online, blogs, podcasts and more.

•

It’s less common to find reporters that specialize in
a certain topic (i.e. health, crime, environment, etc.).
Most reporters have multiple beats — they know a
little about a lot.

•

One person is doing it all — they are the reporter,
photographer/videographer and editor.
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UNDERSTANDING THE MEDIA LANDSCAPE

What makes a ”good” story?
REPORTER’S DEFINITION
•

Accurate, balanced and interesting

•

Favorable, positive

•

True, if possible

•

Accurate, balanced and true

•

Short and sweet - on page one, or lead

•

Spokesperson looks and sounds good

•

Your key message gets through

story in the newscast, easy to tweet, get on
the website
•

Controversy or unusual is fine. Scandal is
terrific!
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YOUR DEFINITION

Bottom Line
Reporters have limited resources and tight time
constraints. A reporter is going to do the story –
with or without you.
A call from a reporter is an opportunity to
communicate.
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WHAT TO DO WHEN A REPORTER CALLS

Your Checklist
Before you answer any questions from a reporter:
1.

Gather information: WHO, WHAT, WHEN

2. Thank the reporter for reaching out and let
them know you’ll be back in touch shortly.
3. Start your research.
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WHAT TO DO WHEN A REPORTER CALLS

Step 1: Gather information
WHO

WHAT

WHEN

Who is the reporter and what is

What is their story about? Can

When do they plan on running

their outlet? Get their email

you get a sense of the story

the story? What is their

address and cell phone number

angle? Sometimes it helps to ask

deadline?

for follow up. You’ll want this

what they are hoping their

information to do a little

audience will learn from the

research to see other stories

story.

they’ve done.
What do they want from you or
your organization? An interview,
confirmation, background, facts,
photograph, access to your
facility, etc.?
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WHAT TO DO WHEN A REPORTER CALLS

Step 2: Thank the reporter
and end the conversation
Let them know you’ll be back in touch shortly. Hang up before you
answer questions. You’ll want to take time to do some basic
research and craft your messages before you give any sort of
statement.
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WHAT TO DO WHEN A REPORTER CALLS

Step 3: Start your research
Do a Google search to look up the reporter and
outlet. Have they done stories on vaccination or
health issues in the past? If you find that the
reporter or outlet has run questionable healthrelated stories, or if you have concerns, remember
that you can politely decline an interview.
Research what region the outlet covers, if you are

If your organization has a communications, public

unfamiliar. Are there any issues or statistics

relations or media relations department or staff

specific to the region that you should know and

person, let them know of the interview request

include in your messages?

immediately. They can help you craft your messages
or provide more background on the reporter and
outlet.
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CRAFTING YOUR MESSAGE

The Process: 5 W’S and the H
Get started by writing down the answers to the following questions.

WHO

WHAT

WHERE

Who are you speaking to? What

What is the most important

Where can your audience go for

relationship do you have with

information you are speaking

more information?

this group?

about? What is your goal? What
reaction do you want?
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WHEN

WHY

HOW

When do you want your

Why is the information you are

How might this information

audience to take action? When

speaking about important to

benefit your audience?

will you be taking action?

your audience?

CRAFTING YOUR MESSAGE

Inverted Pyramid
•

Main Message: The #1 takeaway for your audience.

•

Supporting Details: Messages or facts that help
drive the main message home.

Main Message

Supporting Details

Call to Action: What you want people to do.

•

Write out your key messages and refer to them during
the interview, if possible. Use notes during phone
interviews or radio interviews but avoid notes on camera.
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Call to Action

CRAFTING YOUR MESSAGE

Anticipate & prepare
for questions
•

Anticipate the questions you are likely to be asked, including follow-up
questions to your key messages.

•

Anticipate the questions you are nervous about being asked and practice
pivoting to your key messages (see next page for sample pivot phrases).

•

You do not have to answer the question. It’s okay to say, “I don’t have that
information at this time, but I can follow up with you on that.”
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CRAFTING YOUR MESSAGE

Prepare to pivot
Practice using pivot phrases to transition to your key messages:
“What’s important to remember is…”
“I think the key issue you’re addressing here is…”
“The bottom line is…”
“What’s really at stake here is…”
“To go a step further…”
“Let me share some relevant facts to that point…”
“We’re here today to discuss…”
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CRAFTING YOUR MESSAGE

Be short and sweet
Use as few words as possible,
but do not sacrifice clarity for brevity.
One Breath Test: Can you say your statement in one breath?
35-Word Test: No sentence should be longer than 35 words.
4th Grade Level Test: State your message, then restate it so
that a 4th grader can understand.
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CRAFTING YOUR MESSAGE

Practice makes perfect
• Don’t memorize; internalize. Understand your key message and
how your secondary messages support that key idea.
• Practice messages, timing, body movements and eye contact.
• Practice out loud — make sure the way you plan to say it feels
natural to you.
• Practice while doing other things — in the shower, at the store, at
the gym, etc.
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INTERVIEW TIPS & TRICKS

General execution tips
•

Always tell the truth. NEVER lie to a reporter!

•

No industry jargon or acronyms.

•

Respond to the question you WISH you were asked, then
pivot back to your message.

•

Repeat your messages before you conclude.

•

If you feel you’re being misunderstood or misinterpreted, fix
it by clarifying your position immediately.

•

“No comment” is no good. You can almost always say
something positive.

INTERVIEW TIPS & TRICKS

Execution Do’s and Don’ts
DO
•

DO provide helpful information or fact

DON’T
•

sheets, if available.
•

facts,” and if you don’t know an answer, let
them know you can find out more and get

DO consider visuals (kids and animals are

back to them

always a plus).
•

DO have someone who’s affected, if

•

•

DO help reporters localize their stories —
provide local statistics and examples.
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DON’T editorialize – i.e. “Anti-vaxxers are
wackos.”

possible (more difficult in healthcare
setting).

DON’T speculate — should be “just the

•

DON’T use sarcasm

INTERVIEW TIPS & TRICKS

Television interviews
•

Consider visuals to make the interview more interesting.
•

If you can do the interview in your practice setting,
that’s ideal.

•

What’s the show format?
•

In a talk show format, you may have 6 to 20
minutes to deliver your message(s).

•

In a typical TV news or feature story, you have
about 8 to 12 seconds to deliver your message(s).

•

That means you better know your message and be
able to deliver it, regardless of the question.

INTERVIEW TIPS & TRICKS

Virtual interviews
•

Find a quiet place to limit distractions

•

Be mindful of your background and surroundings – is it
distracting?

•

Try to find good lighting that will make your face clearly
visible — avoid backlighting with windows behind you

•

Prop the camera up on books or a box for a better angle

•

Test your audio and camera ahead of time

•

Wear plain clothing (no patterns or logos)

INTERVIEW TIPS & TRICKS

What to wear on camera
• Dress the part: Wear your white coat or other
professional attire
• Skip shirts with stripes — generally avoid
patterns
• Avoid wearing any logos, unless it’s part of your
professional attire
• Jewel tones look good on camera
• Wear lip color and powder to avoid shine
• No sunglasses, hats or gum

INTERVIEW TIPS & TRICKS

Print interviews
•

Generally, you will have more space to deliver your
messages in a print piece versus a typical TV news story,
but you still need to focus on your key message.

•

You will also likely be asked more questions (including
more “in the weeds” questions). That means you have
more chances to go off-message.

•

Help the reporter by sharing any infographics, video or
searchable/interactive databases available.

•

Share statistics or facts that help the reporter localize
the story.

INTERVIEW TIPS & TRICKS

Radio interviews
•

Recorded or ”live” interview?
•

Recorded interview: You will have about 6 to 10
seconds to deliver your message(s), which will be
edited into a short soundbite.

•

“Live” on a morning or afternoon drive-time talk
segment: You will have more time to deliver your
messages.

•

For live interviews, ask ahead of time if you will be on the
call with anyone else (i.e. someone with an opposing
view) or if the host plan on taking questions from callers.

•

Call from a landline, if possible, to avoid interference or a
dropped call.

EVALUATION AND FOLLOW UP

Read, listen, watch &
improve
• Read your clips / watch newscasts
• Check your quotes for accuracy and request corrections,
if necessary
• Commend accuracy — follow up with the reporter and
thank them, especially for accuracy on an issue
• Remember: the more interviews you do, the less daunting
they will be!
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Help parents learn more about the
benefits of vaccination.
I Vaccinate helps parents protect their children from vaccinepreventable diseases by providing credible information and
tools. Doctors and other healthcare providers can refer
parents and the media to IVaccinate.org for more information
about vaccines.
The Franny Strong Foundation developed I Vaccinate and is
proud to partner with the Michigan Department of Health and
Human Services on the campaign.

Thank you
Veronica Valentine McNally
info@frannystrong.org | frannystrong.org

&
Our partners in vaccine advocacy

Thank you
Veronica Valentine McNally
info@frannystrong.org | frannystrong.org

